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Description
Investigative journalist Jacques Pauw exposes the darkest secret at the heart of
Jacob Zuma’s compromised government: a cancerous cabal that eliminates the
president’s enemies and purges the law-enforcement agencies of good men and
women.
As Zuma fights for his political life following the 2017 Gupta emails leak, this cabal
– the president’s keepers – ensures that after years of ruinous rule, he remains in
power and out of prison. But is Zuma the puppet master, or their puppet?
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Journey with Pauw as he explores the shadow mafia state. From KwaZulu-Natal
and the Western Cape to the corridors of power in Pretoria and Johannesburg –
and even to clandestine meetings in Russia. It’s a trail of lies and spies, cronies,
cash and kingmakers as Pauw prises open the web of deceit that surrounds the
fourth president of the democratic era.

About the author
Veteran journalist, film-maker and author Jacques Pauw has won awards locally and internationally, including CNN African Journalist of
the Year, Award for Outstanding International Investigative Reporting and the Nat Nakasa award for bravery and integrity in journalism.
He is the author of In the Heart of Whore, Dances with Devils and Rat Roads.

The book President Zuma does not want you to see! State Security Agency (SSA) demand that publisher withdraw The
President’s Keepers by Jacques Pauw from the stores and retract parts of the book.
http://nb.bookslive.co.za/blog/2017/11/03/state-security-agency-ssa-demand-that-publisher-withdraw-the-presidents-keepers-by-jacques-pauw-from-the-stores-and-retract-parts-of-the-book/

Sales points
The biggest book since 1994.
Astounding revelations - Jacob Zuma's gangster republic laid bare.
Author is SA's premier investigative journalist.
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